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We believe that along the years the organization has grown with more people
getting associated bringing their experience, expertise, commitment and
dedication. Our experiences of hardship and challenges have made us renew our
commitment and dedication to the cause. We are happy that we have been able
to keep our heads above water and keep our feet firmly on the ground during
adversities. Neither challenges nor opportunities have swept us off our feet.
Beginning with our intervention in Watershed Management we have deepened and
broadened our engagement with the community. We have been able to forge
convergence and synergy for holistic development of the partner community. Our
interventions on livelihoods promotion have been layered with issues of
governance and interventions on issues of governance have been fortified with
livelihoods promotion. Creation of cadres from among the partner community has
been the strength of Navyug Foundation and we are happy that the trend has
continued unabated till date.

This year has been a year of hopes and challenges
not surprisingly in the life of an organization
working for the poor and the marginalized.

We complete 8 years of service to the
disadvantaged section of the society. We are proud
that fifteen years ago a few committed persons
came together to shape their commitment to serve
the Poor and marginalized in the form of building an
organization “NAVYUG FOUNDATION” that has
changed many a lives. 
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We are a registered NGO called Navyug Foundation based at Delhi. We are active
in promotion and protection of human rights of a Citizen. Our activities include,
among other things: To undertake research in every field of human welfare and
seek global collaboration, to promote the socio-economic, educational and
cultural interests of the weaker sections of society, to take up programmers
related to women and child development and to set up suitable institutes to
advance the cause of the Navyug Foundation.

VISION
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Healthy and self-reliant community life with dignity ensuring equal opportunity,
rights, liberty, justice that enables participation, informed decision-making and
creates ability to resolve the issues.

MISSION

Health care
 Education
 Social rehabilitation and rural upliftment
 Women empowerment
 Environment
 Supporting government in improving governance

Capacitating the weaker section, especially the women and the SC and OBC
through skill building, leadership development, micro credit, natural resource
management and increasing demand generation of entitlements with a special
focus on enhancing opportunity for sustainable livelihoods.

The Society has made small, but effective strides in the following areas:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Navyug Foundation exists to make significant contributions to education in a
manner consistent with social justice, equity, humane values, and sustainability
within the framework of secular and democratic Indian polity. A number of key
principles continue to guide the process of the Society’s evolution. These
principles deeply inform our strategy and approach at many levels and are worth
articulating here.



Operating Organization: We are an operating organization and not a funding
organization. We recognize the importance of creating institutional “social
infrastructure” to complement the government, and as an operating or
implementing organization, we work in partnership with the government to
improve the quality of education across the country.

Education and Allied Areas as the Domain of Work: Education is a powerful vehicle
for social change, and it is the primary focus of our work. We work primarily for
India’s large underprivileged and marginalized population. Related domains such
as health, nutrition, livelihoods, governance, and ecology also have a critical
bearing on education. We work in these areas, addressing their complex
interrelated structure. However, we realize that it is not possible for a single
organization to work with equal intensity and focus in all these areas, and
therefore we calibrate our efforts based on the nature of the specific challenges,
our own capabilities and our ability to work with partners, and extended resources.

Scale of Work: We seek systemic change – all our work is aimed at creating large –
scale impact either directly or indirectly. Such system – wide change that touches
the large underprivileged population of India is possible only by working in close
partnership with the government. However, we are also open to work
independently as well as with other private institutions, if required.
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CHILD EMPOWERMENT

‘Navyug Foundation’ aims to build a society in which every child attains the right to
survival, protection, development and participation. Our NGO offer care for needy
children, provision of healthcare and educational facilities, scholarships for the
needy students and a home for orphans. Navyug Foundation help to work towards
elimination of practice of child labor, child sexual abuse, and other issues of child
rights and to take appropriate steps for their rehabilitation.

“Be gentle with yourself, you’re doing the best you can”
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YOUTH EMPOWERMENT

A growing number of India’s youth need the right educational infrastructure to
develop skills and adequate opportunities to get employed or become
entrepreneurs. However, the wide gap between those who have access to
education and skill development opportunities and those who do not, is a
challenge that has to be overcome. ‘Navyug Foundation’ works towards reducing
the gap between those who have access to education and skill development
opportunities and those who do not have. ‘Navyug Foundation’ aims to empower
young people to contribute positively to society by working together on issues
related to health, education, human rights, civic education, anti-corruption and
other development issues; Help to maintain unity, understanding, cooperation,
tolerance, peace and harmony among the youth communities in particular and
public in general; Provide proactive leadership and advocacy and shape the
agenda on issues affecting young people and youth services; Collaborate on
issues that affect young people and youth workers; Ensure youth’s organizational
development, efficiency, effectiveness and good governance; Address the
unemployment problem in the state; For any other activities relating to youth
empowerment.

EMPOWERMENT OF GIRLS AND WOMEN

Gender-based discrimination and societal behavior leading to physical and
psychological harassments, emotional violence bordering on cruelty is never
scant in woman’s basket of woes. Social evils begin at the womb with female
feticides, infanticides, sexual harassments, rape and dowry related tortures
putting an end to her misery only at the tomb! In order to make the girls and
women realize their inner strength and importance in the society, ‘Navyug
Foundation’ has taken a pledge to illuminate their lives with ‘Pride and Dignity’. Our
NGO is committed to enhancing the skills and of any information relevant to make
girls and women realize their self-estee.

“If you can’t feed a hundred people, then feed just one.”
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EMPOWERMENT OF MENTALLY & PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED

Our NGO is dedicated to improving the lives of people with multiple disabilities,
autism, cerebral palsy, hearing impairment, etc. We work towards the integration
of people with disabilities into mainstream society. Navyug Foundation helps to
develop confidence in the minds of all type of mentally & physically challenged
people and motivating them to face the daily activities without others help; To work
for preventing disability; To focus attention on their career development and
helping them to get placed in jobs making them financially independent; To
encourage change and innovation and bring sharper technological focus on the
selected target groups; To help parents by educating them on various aspects of
the disability of their child; To extend support to any activity relating to
improvement in management, technology, product quality and productivity in
various facets of economic life which will directly or indirectly contribute to
economic upliftment of the disabled; To help design innovative teaching materials,
specialized computer software, computer projects, etc; To assist in any other
activities for empowerment of mentally and physically challenged.

HEALTH CARE SERVICES

Our NGO initiates programmes
for improving health care
services including holistic
healthcare for senior citizens,
healthcare for children &
adolescents, healthcare for
women, poor and other
underprivileged sections. We
assist to identify major issues in
regard to health and hygiene
and work to overcome these
issues;

To take initiative for reforming and developing health related courses
scientifically; To produce proficient health workers and practitioners; To play
upportive role for inquiry, investigation and research works relating to health; To
do scientific health examination through modern health equipment/tools; To
conduct various health campaigns; Promoting civic engagement in low-income
communities; To develop and adopt cyber technology for the enhancement of
communication skills in the fields of health promotion; and other health related
activity.
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CONSERVATION/ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Navyug Foundation involves in developmental and sensitization programmes for
conservation and preservation of environment such as water & energy
conservation, marine and coastal conservation, civic and environmental
sanitation, pollution control activities conservation of soil and energy, rain water
harvesting, watershed, participatory irrigation management; and for any other
activities related to conservation or for any environmental issues.

OTHER ISSUES

Navyug Foundation organizes programmes of accident prevention and rescue
initiative on roads, workplace, homes and environment; control/manage the
situation arising out of natural calamities like flood, earthquake, drought,
epidemics, etc; provide necessary relief to these victims by securing financial and
material support/assistance from other institutions, agencies and person. Our NGO
is dedicated to reducing animal suffering caused by people and seek better
treatment of animals everywhere – in the laboratory, on the farm, in commerce, at
home, and in the wild.

Navyug Foundation is committed to eliminate or reduce poverty and
unemployment. We aim to promote entrepreneurship cum skill development
training program for attaining economic self reliance; empower the vulnerable,
landless, below Poverty Live (BPL) families and other needy to take up income
generation activities or to set up micro enterprises.

Our NGO help to create awareness about art and culture among the common
people; promoting Indian handicrafts and other traditional industries; help in the
maintenance and protection of antique and archaeological collections.

“Success is not how high you have climbed, but
how you make a positive difference to the

world.” 
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Illiteracy is the worst worm engulfing a vast area of our country and extracting
blood from the veins making a person crippled. They are handicapped because of
meager resources and cannot afford to send their children to schools and provide
them better education with books and stationery. These children also do menial
jobs to augment the family resources. The Government has enacted laws to
culminate child labour and provide education within the reach of these people.
Unfortunately, laws and rules have no significance for these people who are
themselves illiterate and do hard labour throughout the day, leaving no time to
look after the family affairs. Therefore we have undertaken and initiated a
programme to teach these less fortunate children. Navyug Foundation had
undertaken and initiated a programme to teach children’s. They were imparted
education by qualified and experienced trained teachers through LBF
methodology.. In last three years, we have been imparting classes for vocational
trainings also with aims to motivate and mobilize the skill trainings education.
There was no fee and even books and stationary were distributed to the children
free of cost at primary and upper primary level. The progress of the centre is
evinced from the fact that the number of students are rising steadily as compared
to the previous year and it may rise substantially in the coming year necessitating
in creating more and more learning centre.

The age and quality has no end to education. Along with the normal, lessons were
given in physical and moral education, which were vital in character building. And
it had its direct impact. Health had been dealt with earlier. Periodical camps were
organized practically and periodically in all the venues covered by Navyug
Foundation during the year. Medical and health checkup were undertaken spread
throughout the year. Preventive measures were advised and medicines were
distributed wherever necessary after the checkup. Serious and urgent cases were
referred to the hospital catering to these territories. Yoga is another source
healthy living irrespective of the area one lives in. it was appraised to all in
frequent meeting that everyone does some physical exercise in one form or
another. Breathing walking etc. was in fact part of Yoga and if practiced regularly
every day keeps the disease away. Demonstrations by a Yoga expert were given
time and again and looking at the interests of the people, Yoga classes were
organized in some of the colonies it also had moral and spiritual impact.

EDUCATION

“Start each day with a positive thought and a grateful
heart.” 



THANK 

YOU!

NAVYUG

FOUNDATION

A N Y  Q U E S T I O N S ?
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